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Agenda Bashing

• 15:50 - Introduction [15’] : Chairs
• 16:05 - CDDL [30’] : Carsten, Henk
• 16:35 - CBOR specification status [30’] : Carsten
• 17:05 – OID Tags [10’] : Carsten, Sean
• 17:15 - array tags [10’] : Carsten
• 16:25 - time tags [5’] : Carsten
• 17:30 - Wrap-up [10’] : Chairs
Status update – working group documents

- **CDDL**:
  - updated after Prague
  - some issues to decide on

- **CBOR specification status**:
  - recently updated (check editor’s draft)
  - Implementation matrix to fill
  - Very close to completion (1 issue to discuss today)

- **OID tags**:
  - no updates since March
  - need feedback

- **array tags**:
  - updated after Prague
  - need reviews